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National Male Suicide Prevention Conference
Written by Rae Bonney who attended the Conference
Australian men are feeling a bit lost and ignored, according to men’s health experts and advocates. The rise of
social media and its impacts on how we communicate and seismic shifts in the way families balance work and
domestic responsibilities have left a lot of blokes feeling disoriented and unsure of their place in the world.
Speaking to The New Daily at the National Male Suicide Prevention Conference in Parramatta, held on November
8 & 9, Liberal MP Julian Leeser said the message he was hearing from men in the community was one of frustration and bewilderment. “Obviously, there are a whole range of different men in different circumstances in our
communities,” he said, “but I think people today just generally have a sense of frustration. “They feel like
people aren’t listening to them and they’re not being paid attention to.”
The Federal MP for Berowra in Sydney’s north made headlines in 2016 when he used his maiden speech to
Parliament to speak openly about the devastating impact his own father’s suicide had on him and his family.
“Part of it is just the society that we live in and the fast pace in which it goes,” he said. “I think the role of men in
society has changed and been challenged so much over the last 30 years and it’s going to change even more.”
Mr Leeser said it was a great thing that we now have equality of men and women, but the set of values and traditions that had previously underpinned men’s perceived role in society – things that for many men gave them a
sense of respect and pride – is now under challenge.
“It’s under more challenge now because of the pace of change,” he added. “So yes, [there is] a sense of
frustration, bewilderment, and a sense that people aren’t always listening to their concerns.” This sense of
voicelessness is also something that comes up in the work of wellbeing specialist and men’s health advocate
Rae Bonney. “I hear a lot from men that they are feeling sad. Just sad. Overwhelmed. Frustrated and hurt. We
talk a lot about anger with men, but I don’t see a lot of that. They feel excluded and overlooked,” she said
tearfully.

In Australia, 75 per cent of all suicides are committed by men. In certain high-risk groups like army veterans,
police officers and paramedics, that statistic can be over 85 per cent. Contrary to popular belief, a lot of suicides
are also committed by persons with no previous mental health diagnosis. Many are precipitated by a single or
confluence of situation stressors that cause hopelessness in the individual such as (but not limited to) relationship breakdown, adverse family court rulings, loss of a job or family member.
These suicides are referred to as “situational” and account for a large proportion of deaths. Identifying persons
at risk and finding practical help to relieve and resolve those stressors can be life-saving. Ms Bonney said,
contrary to popular belief, conversations with men about how they’re feeling are not hard to have. “Creating
environments of safety, security, that preserve dignity and pride for men, men will then talk. But when men are
judged and criticised and told, ‘you need to/you should,’ that’s when men shut down and feel overwhelmed.
They don’t know what to do so they retreat.” Ms Bonney would also like a shift in the popular narrative around
men in our community. “If you Google ‘the rights of women in Australia’ or ‘the rights of children in Australia’
the amounts of resources and pathways to help that we have are endless. But if you Google ‘the rights of men in
Australia’ all you will see is narrative around domestic violence being perpetrated by men – no rights at all. “The
number of men I speak to who are being violated by women and other men and can’t talk about it and choose
suicide as a method of relief – that is heartbreaking.”
Watch a short video of the conference highlights here.
The whole conference has been video recorded and details of where the video is available will be included in the
next issue of emale .
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The metrosexual is dead

Martin Daubney

The Metrosexual is dead – and a new kind of sensitive man killed him
Look out, chaps, there could be manbags at dawn – because a new breed of modern British man looks set to
finally usurp the metrosexual.
Over the past year, I've helped set up the biggest ever academic study into British masculinity. Run
by University College London in conjunction with the American grooming company Harry's, the study surveyed
over 2,000 blokes about what makes them feel most positive about life. And now the results are out, we can
say confidently that British men in 2017 are increasingly abandoning narcissism, the perfect body and
promiscuity, and instead looking for a greater depth and meaning. Substance, it seems, trumps superficiality.
Gratifyingly, we discovered that 2017 Man placed the highest value on dependability, reliability, honesty and
loyalty. At the other end of the spectrum, only 7.4pc men deemed athleticism – having the perfect body – as
very important, including 11.6pc of 18-29s (the most athletic). Indeed, a greater number of our youngest
respondents – 14.4pc – deemed athleticism as “unimportant”. That’s not to say 1990s beer bellies will be back
with a bang anytime soon. On the contrary, physical health was deemed “very important” by 34.9pc across the
board (which increased with age). But here’s the crucial difference: today’s men aren’t utilising health primarily
to look good, but rather to feel good, both physically and, crucially, mentally. This “brawn + brains” route to
positivity leaves the dopey metrosexual for dust.
When we delved into our respondent’s comments on health, typical buzz phrases and words used indicated
that the best routes to body/mind fitness were through team sports rather than mirror-gazing sessions in the
gym. These included: teamwork”; “looking after myself so I can look after my family”; “the social side”; “a few
beers with the boys” and “I love the banter”. Conversely, around athleticism, a typical comment was “how
pathetically trivial”. It’s clear, then, that men thrive on the social side of sport; see it as healthy, positive,
man-time.
These findings explode the myth that the route to happiness is by being a narcissistic gym-slave. Additionally,
many men told us they find that today’s Tinder-driven selfie-culture is “burning them out”. All of which is bad
news for the metrosexual, one of the defining terms of our time, coined by one of masculinity’s canniest and
sharpest observers (and my good pal), Mark Simpson. It’s even worse news for the spornosexual. In 2014 Simpson himselfdeclared the metrosexual had mutated into the sporno, a more extreme, beefed-up man, obsessed
with sex, porn, and most of all himself. Simpson said of the sporno, “They want to be wanted for their bodies,
not their wardrobe. And certainly not their minds”. Our report suggests such vainglorious superficialities will
not cut the mustard today.
Because the breakthrough moment of the Harry’s Masculinity Report was that in 2017 British men, for the first
time, value their mental health more than their physical health. Overall, 44.4pc of British men deem their mental
health to be “very important” to their sense of general wellbeing. In comparison, physical health was deemed
“very important” to 37pc. This is interesting in the context of the male suicide crisis, which has seen suicide
become the biggest killer of men under the age of 50. In recent years, high profile men such as Prince Harry and
Professor Green have spoken out about their struggles with mental illness, revealing a vulnerable, open side to
their masculinity. It appears that the message has caught on: the new report paints a picture in which men have
realised their mental wellbeing deserves attention – more, perhaps, than the ripples of their washboard stomachs.
More than athleticism and (sexual) adventurousness, he cites honesty, reliability and dependability as the most
important values in his life. And family is top of his priorities: he wants to get married, provide a good education
for his children, and be seen as a decent person. Overall, what’s clear from the study is that modern man is in
constant state of evolution.
If the metrosexual got in touch with his feminine side to improve his appearance, then this new iteration of man
picks up the moisturizer and runs with it, applying a softer and more progressive approach to deeper aspects of
masculinity, such as emotions and gender politics. What do we call this mental-health aware, morally driven, new man? The metrosensitive, perhaps? Maybe I'll leave the coining of new labels for Mark – he's far better
at it than me. But one thing seems clear: as masculinity forever broadens in its scope, there is now yet another
way to be a man in 2017.
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What Mr Average Australia looks like
Think of a quintessential Aussie bloke and Hugh Jackman or Russell Crowe might come to mind.
But, these are not your average Aussie men.

Photo: Nickolay Lam
At 1.88 metres and 1.82 metres tall respectively, they stand a good head above the average Aussie - who we
might name Jack, given that is the most common boy's name in the country.
Jack doesn't cut quite the honed physique of Jackman or have the height of Crowe. Rather, he stands at 175.6
centimetres tall and weighs in at 85.9 kilograms. This gives Jack a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 27 putting him
squarely in the middle of the overweight category and a few kgs shy of the medically defined obesity range.
Jack is shorter, but slightly leaner than Todd though - the average American man, whose BMI is 29, one below
obese and who is 176.4. Jack and Todd are both more rotund than their counterparts in Japan, the
Netherlands and France. Mr Average Japan is the shortest of the group at 171.4 centimetres and has the lowest
BMI at 23.7. He also lives the longest and is the healthiest of the group.
Mr Average Netherlands is the tallest at 183.3 centimetres and has a BMI of 25.2, just tipping him into the overweight range, while Mr Average France, with a diet rich in cheese and wine, is 174.4 centimetres and has a BMI
of 25.5. In a fascinating visual comparison of Mr Average World, one graphic artist has taken the public health
data of men around the world to come up with models of Mr Average and stand them side by side. There are
the obvious health implications of being overweight, which increases your risk of developing coronary heart
disease, as well as other health conditions such as diabetes and impacts on blood pressure and cholesterol
levels. Aside from this, it is interesting to note that while Todd or Jack or any of the other Mr Averages may not
be specimens of perfect health or conditioning, this does not necessarily make them unattractive to women.
A new study has found that uber masculine-looking men with buff Hollywood bodies are not the epitome of
attractive in some countries. In some cultures, softer, less masculine-looking men are more appealing to
women, said the study published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. "In South America," for
example, "women preferred feminine-looking men," said lead author, Isabel Scott, a psychologist at Brunel
University, in Uxbridge. "It was quite unexpected."
So although the "perfect" man looks different to men and women and different again according to the country
you're in, it seems Mr Average might not be so average after all. It just depends on who you ask.
Source: Sarah Berry
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The plight of young jobless males
A link between lack of work and health has been seen in Swedish men …
Unemployment among young men can possibly result in more headaches and stomach complaints as the: Shutterstock/
Young men who are unemployed in the age group 16 to 21 report more health problems than others as the years
go by. They are more apt to suffer from headaches, stomach troubles, muscle pains and insomnia, according to a
Swedish doctoral dissertation. Such problems can sometimes be linked to mental afflictions.
Plenty of research has already linked unemployment with deficient health compared to others, both in mind and
body. This was seen, for instance, in a large international study published in the Journal of Applied Psychology.
But the Swedish PhD dissertation indicates that the damage can be lasting. However, in general joblessness seem
to only afflict men long-term – not women.
Around 1,000 persons in Northern Sweden were asked to report their somatic afflictions at ages 16, 18, 21, 30 and
42. Nearly all ninth-graders in the city Luleå participated, and very many of them also responded to the last
questionnaire, 26 years after entering the study. This enabled researchers to ascertain that the association
between unemployment at a young age and individual health issues persists, independent of a number of factors.
Among these variables, they could investigate whether the men held jobs as adults, their parents’ professions,
their individual educational pursuits and compare these against their health as teenagers. These variables did not
change the picture.
In the Swedish study there were few who were unemployed initially as teens. But for the boys who were jobless
their situation had an impact on their future. The study started in 1981, so it is unclear whether the information
from that time is still relevant for unemployed persons today. But finding jobs for youth remains a problem in
Sweden, even though the rate for young persons has been reduced in recent years. Currently, 13 percent of
Swedes aged 15-24 are out of work, according to Statistics Sweden.
It appears as if being a teenager or a young adult is a highly vulnerable period of person’s life, according to the
Swedish researchers in an article in the European Journal of Public Health.
Yet the researchers also stress that they cannot contend that youth unemployment is the cause health problems.
There could be other conditions from childhood and further into life that is impacting the health of these men.
For instance, unemployed young men are more prone to tobacco smoking and immoderate use of alcohol.
Nor have the researchers investigated what sort of jobs these men landed as adults. Perhaps they are temporary
jobs or they can be low-paying, entailing economic problems, which also impact health.
Source: Ida Kvittingen
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Friendly
Mis competition motivates men to get healthy on the job
Workplace wellness programs are typically designed for office settings. These programs have many components
that encourage physical activity, such as email prompts to “stand up” every hour. But they tend to engage more
women than men. Men are also interested in healthy lifestyle behaviours, however. They want to become more
active, eat healthy and reduce stress. But many men work in resource-based industries, such as energy, mining,
and forestry, which account for 1.74 million jobs in Canada and may not lend themselves to typical workplace
wellness programs. Because men access health services at low rates, the workplace is also an ideal setting to
engage men in health.
As the principal investigator and the research coordinator in a research team from the University of British
Columbia and Athabasca University, we created a unique workplace wellness program targeted at men in bluecollar careers. We developed this program — called POWERPLAY — in collaboration with the Canadian Cancer
Society, BC Cancer Agency and Northern Health. We discovered that when a workplace health promotion
program considers the unique context of male-dominated industries and incorporates men’s preferences, men
can make healthy lifestyle changes.
The POWERPLAY program was designed with men for men. The program creates an opportunity for men to get
involved in their health in a way that is both fun and acceptable to them. So-called “gender-sensitive”
interventions like POWERPLAY represent a growing trend in workplace health towards reaching more men by
considering their needs and preferences. In the initial stages, researchers met with groups of men to discuss the
best ways to support healthy eating and physical activity during their working days. Most men want to stay
healthy so they can keep working and provide for their families. But often the nature of their jobs makes healthy
eating and getting enough physical activity a challenge.
POWERPLAY was designed with a competitive theme, so co-workers could form teams and compete against
each other. It provides motivational and creative messages, as well as positive incentives, online resources and
flexible program and policy suggestions for employers.
Men that participated in the program reported increases in physical activity and greater awareness of the importance of healthy eating while the participating workplaces implemented changes to support the men’s
healthy choices at work. “ Workplace participants suggested that while prizes encourage participation among
male employees, friendly competition is the bigger motivator. As one human resources advisor from a regional
municipality described: “The prizes are just to get people to go and sign up, and that’s half the battle. Every week
there was a prize, sometimes two prizes and sometimes prizes for the entire team. I think that was fine but I
don’t think that really motivated people. I think it was competing with each other — that’s what started to get
everyone going.” Investing in employee health and wellness results in reduced absenteeism, improved
productivity and fewer disability claims. Our goal is to assist more employers to use POWERPLAY to create workplace environments where men support each other in making lifestyle changes.

Click HEALTHY MEN AT WORK PROGRAM for information on Australia’s leading men’s health in the
workplace program

Are you concerned with preventing male suicide in anyway?
The Australian Men's Health Forum is launching a National Male Suicide Prevention Network in 2018. Plans are at
the early stages but it is expected that the network will meet regularly by phone conference, provide an online
forum for members to connect and identify some shared objectives to work towards in 2018.
One of the Network's goals will be to raise the profile of male suicide prevention at the National Suicide Prevention Conference in July 2018. For further information, please contact AMHF directly if you are:
•

Interested in joining the National Male Suicide Prevention Network

•

Interested in giving a presentation on any aspect of male suicide at the National Suicide Prevention
Conference

•

Want to find find out more

Contact Glen Poole, AMHF Development Officer, email: development@amhf.org.au
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How
Mi a Lack of Touch is Destroying Men Mark Greene

In preparing to write about the lack of gentle touch in men’s lives, I right away thought, “I feel confident I can
do platonic touch, but I don’t necessarily trust other men to do it. Some guy will do something creepy. They
always do”. Quickly on the heels of that thought, I wondered, “Wait a minute, why do I distrust men in
particular?” The little voice in my head didn’t say, “I don’t necessarily trust people to not be creepy”, it said, “I
don’t trust men”. In American culture, we believe that men can never be entirely trusted in the realm of the
physical. We collectively suspect that, given the opportunity, men will revert to the sexual at a moment’s notice. That men don’t know how to physically connect otherwise. That men can’t control themselves. That men
are dogs. There is no corresponding narrative about women.
Accordingly, it has become every man’s job to prove they can be trusted, in each and every interaction, day by
day and case by case. In part, because so many men have behaved poorly. And so, we prove our trustworthiness by foregoing physical touch completely in any context in which even the slightest doubt about our intentions might arise. Which, sadly, is pretty much every context we encounter. We crave touch. We are cut off
from it. The result is touch isolation.
And where does this leave men? Physically and emotionally isolated. Cut off from the deeply human physical
contact that is proven to reduce stress, encourage self esteem and create community. Instead, we walk in the
vast crowds of our cities alone in a desert of disconnection. Starving for physical connection.
How often do men actually get the opportunity to express affection through lasting platonic touch? How often
does it happen between men? Or between men and women? Not a hand shake or a hug, but lasting physical
contact between two people that is comforting and personal, but not sexual. Between persons who are not
lovers and never will be. Think holding hands. Or leaning on each other. Sitting together. That sort of thing. Just
the comfort of contact. And if you are a man, imagine five minutes of contact with another man. How quickly
does that idea raise the ugly specter of homophobia? And why?
While women are much freer to engage in physical contact with each other, men remain suspect when they
touch others. There is only one space in our culture where long-term platonic physical contact is condoned for
men, and that is between fathers and their very young children.
I found this kind of physical connection when my son was born. As a stay at home dad, I spent years with my
son. Day after day, he sat in the crook of my arm, his little arm across my shoulder, his hand on the back of my
neck. As he surveyed the world from on high, I came to know a level of contentment and calm that had
previously been missing in my life.
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How a Lack of Touch is Destroying Men Mark Greene
The physical connection between us was so transformative that it changed my view of who I am and what my
role is in the world. Yet it took having a child to bring this calming experience to me because so few other opportunities are possible to teach men the value and power of gentle loving touch.
Not only do we men distrust others in this muddled realm of physical touch, but years of shaming and
judgement have left us distrusting ourselves. Did I enjoy that too much? Am I having taboo thoughts? This
distrust leaves us uncertain about touching another human being unless we have established very clear rules of
engagement. Often we give up and simply reduce those rules to being in a relationship. We allow ourselves long
-lasting comforting touch with our girlfriends or boyfriends. The vast universe of platonic human touch is
suddenly reduced to the exclusive domain of one person and is blended into the sexual. That’s a lot of need to
put on one person, however loving and generous they might be.
Which leads to the question, how do we teach our sons to understand how touch works? How to parse out the
sexual from the platonic? Is the pleasure of human contact inherently sexual to some degree? I doubt it’s a
question the average Italian man would ever ask himself. But here in America, generations of puritanical sexual
shaming have made it a central question. By putting the fear of the sexual first in all our interactions, we have
thrown out the baby with the bathwater, avoiding all contact rather than risk even the hint of unwanted sexual
touch.
We have seniors in retirement homes who are visited by dogs they can hold and pet. This helps to improve their
health and emotional state of mind. It is due to the power of contact between living creatures. Why are goodhearted people driving around town, taking dogs to old folks homes? Because no one is touching these elderly
people. We know the value of touch, even as we do everything we can to shield ourselves from it. They should
have grandchildren in their laps every day, or a warm human hand to hold, not Pomeranians who come once a
week. And yet, we put a dog in their laps instead of giving them human touch, because we remain a culture that
holds human contact highly suspect. We know the value of touch, even as we do everything we can to shield
ourselves from it.

Accordingly, now, when I am with a friend I do reach out. I do make contact. And I do so with confidence and
joy. And I have my own clear path forward. The patterns in my life may be somewhat set but I intend to do
everything I can to remain in contact with my son in hopes that he will have a different view of touch in his life. I
hug him and kiss him. We hold hands or I put my arm around him when we watch TV or walk on the street. I will
not back off from him because someone somewhere might take issue with our physical connection. I will not
back off because somehow there is an unspoken rule that I must cut him loose in the world to fend for himself. I
hope we can hold hands even when he is a man. I hope we continue to hold hands until the day I die.
Ultimately, we will unlearn our fear of touch in the context of our personal lives and in our day-to-day
interactions. Learning how to express platonic love and affection through touch is a vast and remarkable
change that has to be lived. But it is so important that we do it. Because it is central to having a rich and full life.
Touch is life.
Like Mark Green’s Facebook Page Remaking Manhood for article updates and more.
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Short Takes

SAVE THE DATE
2018 National Men’s Health Gathering
9th NATIONAL ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER MALE HEALTH CONVENTION
12th NATIONAL MEN’S HEALTH CONFERENCE

November 5 - 7, 2018
Novotel Parramatta 350 Church St, Parramatta NSW
The Health of Australia’s Males - new report released
Australia's 12 million males (in 2016) experience varying health outcomes across population characteristics like
Indigenous status, remoteness, socioeconomic disadvantage and age. Males also experience different, and
often poorer, health outcomes than females. This new report from the Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare is available here

2018 National Suicide Prevention Conference
The Conference will take place 23 - 26 July 2018 at the Adelaide Convention Centre.
Abstracts open, more information here

Health in Difference Conference Redfern, April 11– 13, 2018
Health in Difference is Australia’s premier conference on the health and wellbeing of lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex, queer and sexuality, gender, and bodily diverse people
and communities throughout Australia.This conference brings together community
members, community organisations large and small, health practitioners, researchers,
academics, policy makers, advocates, and others who are interested in improving the
mental, physical and emotional wellbeing of LGBTI people. In 2018 we also celebrate both
the 10th Health in Difference conference and the 10th year of the National LGBTI Health

